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Internationaf Politics

1 From The Chicago Summit to The Wales Summit：An Analysis of NTAO’s Transformation in the

Post-Cold War Era by X“Haiyun&Wang Qiuyi

NAT0 set the Guideline for its transformation after the Cold War and took as its goal the enlargement，the

global partnership，the nontraditional security challenges and the crisis management at the Chicago Summit．

Pushed by the Ukraine Crisis．the Wales Summit changed the direction of NATO’s transformation and set

some new targets．As a milestone of NATO’s transformation。the decisions made at the Wales Summit are

bound to have a lasting effect on NATO’s transformation in the future，

7 The Broadening of the G20 Agenda and Its Impact on Regime Effectiveness by Liu Hongsong

This article examines the causes of the broadening of the G20 agenda and its impact on regime effectiveness，

and discusses the path choice of the G20 reform on the basis of the above analysis．This article argues that：1)

the informality ofthe G20，the heterogeneity ofthe G20 members’preferences，the interconnectedness ofdif-

ferent issucs．and the inefficiency of the UN negotiation platform make the issue scope of the G20 increasingly

broad；2)because of the broadening of the G20 agenda，the peer review between the members is becoming less

effective and the legitimacy problem of the G20 is becoming more pressing，which will make a negative impact

on the effectiveness of the G20；3)to reduce such a negative impact，the G20 needs to be reformed by

strengthening the ministerial meetings’peer review practice and improving the openness of the G20 process．

12 America’s Pragmatic Diplomacy and G20：Crisis Management and Agenda Domination

by Gu Guoping&Kong Xiangyong

The article examines the policy of the United States in the founding and development of the summit of the

Group of Twenty(G20)from the perspective of American pragmatism．Pragmatism enables the United States

to avoid conceptual or theoretical dogmatism and adopt flexible measures in its response to crises．Against the

backdrop of the 2008 financial crisis，the United States brought in industrializing countries at the new summit

of G20 and mobilized global resources in fighting the crisis．As the crisis alleviated，the United States came up

with new issues and themes and worked to set and dominate the agenda ofG20 summits．However，with regard

to the long-term development of G20，America’s focus on short-term policy results and indifference to others’

interests constitute a big obstacle．

19 The Hosting of Conference on International Economic Cooperation and American Foreign Policy

by Ha Guanqun

In the early 1970 s，the world economic situation worsened signi ficantly；the international oil market became

volatile；and developed countries and developing countries all faced serious challenges．To solve international

problems besetting the global economy，many countries in the world proposed to convene international eco-

nomic conference and conduct effective north-south dialogue．During this period，the United States developed

response strategies，and made the Conference on International Economic Cooperation held on schedule eventu-

ally．In the process of the preparation and convening of the meeting，the United States launched multilateral

diplomatic activities，consolidated the unified position of western oil-consuming countries，and strengthened

the communication with the third world countries。in order to stabilize the international economic order which
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was dominated by the western world．American foreign policy for this meeting reflects its important

adjustment of diplomatic strategy，which is epitome of periodic change of American foreign policy·

InternationaI Relations

25 Divergent Perceptions of Southeast Asian Countries towards the US Rebalance Strategy

by Zhang Xuekun

This article examines di fferent perceptions and reactions from the ASEAN countries towards the US“rebalance

to Asia-Pacitic”strategy．Southeast Asia is a core region of this strategy．Over the past few years,America in-

vests more resources and strategic attention in this region，so as to maintain America。s 1nfluence and primacy a—

gainst the context of China’s rise．For the ASEAN countries，some are eager to develop closer relations with the

US。some trv to keep equal—distance with China and America，some are wavering．This article argues that three

divisive dynamics lead to these divergent perceptions and reactions，including Sino-American strategic compen—

tion in Southeast Asia，South China Sea disputes between China and some ASEAN countries and，geo-graphical

di f佗rences between continental Southeast Asia and maritime Southeast Asia．These divergent perceptions and

reactions contribute to the split within the ASEAN，and have great impact on their relations with China and A—

merica as well as the transformation of geo-political landscape in this region．

31 A BriefAnalysis of the Evolution of Russia’s Policy towards Afghanistan and Its Influence

by Luo Yingjie

Russia plaVs an essential role in the process of the development of Afghanistan．Afghanistan，which
is closely

related to Russia’s geopolitical interests and the results of its combat against drugs and terrorism,carries great

strate西c value to Russia．In recent years，Russia has made some positive adj ustments in its policy towards Af—

ghanistan，for instance，upgrading the status of Afghanistan in its foreign policy，taking more practical meas—

ures and emphasizing the constructive role of multilateral cooperation mechanism．Russia’s policy towards Af-

ghanistan exerts significant influence on the regional security structure，geopolitics and related strategies of

China and the United States．In view of the uncertain situation in Afghanistan，whether Russia can meet its

policy obj ective remains to be seen．

37 The Pashtunistan Problem and Its Impacts on Central and South Asia Asia by Yan Wei

Britain annexed the Afghan territory north of the River of India through the“Durand Agreement”with Af-

ghanistan in 1893．This was the historical root of the Pashtunistan problem．After the partition of India，Pash-

tunistan was ruled by Pakistan，which gave rise to the Pashtunistan problem．Since then，this problem has un-

ceasinglv triggered conflicts between Afghanistan and Pakistan over more than half a century．The crux of this

Droblem is not onlv because of the complexity of territorial conflict between Afghanistan and Pakistan，but also

because of external interferenee．At Present，the problem is closely interwined with other Central and South A—

sian hot issues，and have great impacts oil AFG-PAK relationship，Afghan rebuilding，security and regional co-

operation in Central and South Asia．

Relations between China and Other Countries

44 China’s Political Party Diplomacy towards Southeast Asian Countries：Historical Experience and

Future Implications by Jia Dezhong

Southeast Asia is one of the most important diplomatic focuses of China．The political party diplomacy plays a

sDecial role in Sino-Southeast Asian relations．This paper reviews the history of China’s political party diploma—

cv towards Southeast Asian countries，and concludes that，China’s political institution，CPC’s ideology and his--

torv，the political environment in Southeast Asia and the complicated relations between China and Southeast Ar

sian countries are the basic conditions of China’s political party diplomacy．The political party diplomacy

toward Southeast Asia should be handled with the balance of political conception and national interests,

political party diplomacy and governmental diplomacy，institutionalization and leader’s personal charisma·
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Th∞retica l Probes

50 A Study on Hans J．Morgenthau’s Concept of National Interest by Xu Ruoqi

National interest is the core concept ofHansJ．Morgenthau’s political realism．Morgenthau’s concept ofnational

interest has been regarded as an elusive concept．This article tries to interpret Morgenthau’s concept of national

interest within the context of raison d'etat which Friedrich Meinecke has explored，and to find out the key to

understanding Morgenthau’s perspective on national interest from the relevant texts written by Morgenthau．
The analysis shows that Morgenthau intends to grant the concept of national interest dual functions，i．e．，the

theoretical and practical functions．And the content of national interest contains not only permanent and

variable elements，but also material and nonmaterial elements．In addition，Morgenthau defines national

interest in rational，moral and non-exclusive terms．Most importantly，Morgenthau does not deny that national interest

may contain the ultimate aims，such as freedom and prosperity，sought by a nation，but he thinks it is necessary to be

temporarily silent about the ultimate aims because moral values tend to bi!ix)me the ideological justifications．

Countties and Re艾ions

58 A Study on Iceland’s Arctic Policy by Qian Jing&Zhu Xinguang
Iceland 1ies on the intersection of the North Atlantic Ocean and the Arctic Ocean。close to the Arctic Circle。so

its strategic position is very important．As a neighboring Arctic nation and a founding member of the Arctic

Council，Iceland has vital interests in the Arctic region and always regards Arctic affairs as high priority of its

foreign policies．Iceland conducts active cooperation on international Arctic matters，and has made comprehen-

sive systematic Arctic policy in time，which has become the guideline for its own country to deal with Arctic

matters．This thesis analyzes Iceland’s national interests in the Arctic region，describes the main contents of

Iceland’s Arctic policy and analyzes the basic features of Iceland’s Arctic policy in relation to Iceland’s geopoliti-

cal practice．The author hopes to provide our country with beneficial reference．

65 A BriefAnalysis on Brazilian Regionalist Security Strategy Implemented in the South Atlantic

6y Ye Zhiliang

This paper analyzes the regionalist security strategy performed by Brazil in the South Atlantic region in order to

protect its national interests．The implementation of this strategy is mainly based on two points：first，advocacy

to establish the South Atlantic Peace and Cooperation Zone and to build the South Atlantic security ring；sec-

ond，bilateral and multilateral military security cooperation with intra-regional countries to rein force the pro-

tection of priority areas．The two can be complementary and aim at establishing a South Atlantic security com-

munity．Despite some achievements，the strategy still faces many challenges，such as intensi fication of policy

coordination between intra-regional countries，confrontation with external military presence and threats，as

well as enhancement of capacity building in regional military security．Given that China has important econom-

ic interests in the South Atlantic，it will be conducive to our development strategy i f we cooperate with Brazil

and other intra-regional countries on military security and remove their concerns about our security investments

in this region．

72 South Korea’s Middle Power Diplomacy：Motivation，Objectives and Tactics by Liu Yuchen

South Korea has actively carried out the middle power diplomacy in the past few years，the motivation of

which comes from three aspects．At the global level，global governance reform offers the opportunity to expand

the share of international power for South Korea；at the regional level，there are two emerging issues about e-

conomic integration and the security crisis in the East Asia region，which South Korea wish to play active role

in peace and security；at the national level，South Korea’s political elites are keen on pursuing the strategic posi-

tioning of the nation。which is intrinsic motivation．South Korean’s strategic objectives are to keep national se-

curity，to help the big powers to maintain the stability o f the global governance system．To achieve the strategic

objectives，South Korea will take part in the global governance agenda actively；following the fact of follow-

ing and balancing among the great powers for the maximization of its interests．
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